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Dan Winter's scientific explanation of HOW this works via 4-5-20 Stillness 
in the Storm's newsletter reporting successful results in last night's Global 
Meditation 4/4/20:  

"Dan Winter postulates that the effects of a coherent mind can be used to 
“steer a tornado” via a phase conjugate dielectric bioplasma produced by a 
shaman or person who has developed abilities in meditation and energy 
practices. In other words, an individual can produce a bioelectric field that 
allows them to merge with another field, influencing the second to some 
degree.  

This can be simply described by having genuine empathy (care) and 
compassion for living energy systems, which could be people, places, 
weather systems, countries, and even the entire planet. Non-living 
“empathy”—electromagnetic connection between humans and dead 
buildings made out of steel and aluminum—reduce the coherence of the 
person, and are to be avoided.

Meditating in nature or being surrounded by natural materials, like a 
wooden house or a cave, increases bioelectric coherence, strengthening 
an individual’s ability to affect other systems. Conversely, attempting to link 
up with the earth’s field from within an artificial “dead” structure, will reduce 
energetic embedding effects. You can’t connect to the global field in a steel 
building as well as you can in a natural setting. 

Meditating in close proximity with other people, particularly after hugging 
each person for a least 20 seconds, will increase the individual’s brain-
heart coherence. This effect also transfers to groups, a kind of energetic 
tuning that increases the energy embedding effects mentioned above. 
Group meditation, after tuning, have a greater impact than individual 
meditations.

These effects suggest that depending on an individual’s ability to develop 
coherence as well as what they visualize, they can have a profound impact 
on stabilizing weather and seismology."  

Dan’s video, explaining: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnRaS0kOPzw


